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Fastrack Expands Staff to Accommodate Demand

Plainview, NY… Fastrack Healthcare Systems announced today that it was expanding its’ staff
to accommodate the increasing demand for their Home Medical Equipment (HME-DME), Home
Care Pharmacy (Infusion Pharmacy) and Home Healthcare Agency enterprise software solutions.

Quality assurance, technical support, software development, and the implementation and training
departments have already seen significant increases in staffing levels. Fastrack has also
expanded its’ sales team with the addition of Bill Halligan as Account Manager and Ellen
Cappelli in inside sales.

According to Spencer Kay, President/CEO of Fastrack, “We are very excited about Bill and
Ellen joining us as both have extensive HME and Home Health Agency (HHA) knowledge that
will be extremely beneficial to our clients and those providers considering automating their
business with Fastrack.” Bill and Ellen were previously with CareCentrics selling their
MestaMed and Dezine products and Ellen was also with MediWare Information Systems
(MediWare). Bill has over 18 years and Ellen more than 20 years of experience in healthcare
software applications.

Fastrack presently has openings in outside sales and in their software development group for
programmers with Delphi and .NET experience, preferably with a good understanding of
Microsoft SQL and the Crystal Report Writer.

Fastrack Healthcare Systems is the leading supplier of software & technology to Home Medical
Equipment providers, Durable Medical Equipment and Respiratory Providers, Home Infusion
Pharmacies & Home Healthcare Agencies. Only Fastrack offers a solution for each individual
segment of Home Care as well as one system encompassing virtually every clinical, operational
and financial aspect of a provider’s business, automating several or all of these product/service
lines within one integrated Microsoft SQL database. For further information, contact
FASTRACK Healthcare Systems, Inc. 255 Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803; 1-800520-2325, fax: 516-349-8875, or e-mail them at: info@fastrk.com or visit their Website:
www.onlyfastrack.com.
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